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Abstract
Let A: be a subring o f the field o f rational functions in x ,v ,s  which contains 
x * 1,* /*1,* '* 1. I f  M  is an oriented 3-manifold, let S (M ) denote the Hom flypt skein 
module of M  over k. This is the free A:-module generated by isotopy classes 
o f framed oriented links in M  quotiented by the Homflypt skein relations: (1) 
x~ l L+ — x L -  =  (s — s~1)Lq] (2) L  w ith a positive tw ist =  (xv~ l )L ; (3) L U O =  
( 5'I~7- r ) L where O is the unknot. We give two bases for the relative Hom flypt skein 
module of the solid torus w ith 2 points in the boundary. The first basis is related 
to the monomial basis o f S{Sl x D 2) given by V. Turaev and also J. Hoste and M. 
K idwell; the second basis is related to a Young idempotent basis for S(Sl x D2) 
based on the work o f A. Aiston, H. Morton and C. Blanchet. We prove tha t i f  the 
elements s2n — 1, for n a nonzero integer, and the elements s2m — v2, for any integer 
m, are invertible in  Ar, then S(S l x S2) =  Ar-torsion module ©A:. Here the free part 
is generated by the empty link  0. In addition, i f  the elements s2m -  u'\ for m an 
integer, are invertible in  k, then S (S l x  S2) has no torsion. We also obtain some 
results for more general k.
iv
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Chapter 1 
Introduction
The Kauffman bracket skein module o f S l x S2 was discussed by J. Hoste and J. 
Przytycki in [9]. This motivated us to investigate the Hom flypt skein module of 
Sl x S2. We show th is skein module (over F [x ,x _ l], where F  is a field o f rational 
functions in v , s) is free on one generator, the empty link.
Let A: be an integral domain containing the invertible elements x, v and s. More­
over we assume th a t s — s“ l is invertible in k.
We w ill be working w ith  framed oriented links. By this we mean links equipped 
w ith a string orientation together w ith a nonzero normal vector field up to ho- 
motopy. Links described by figures in this paper w ill be assigned “blackboard” 
framing which points to the righ t when trave lling along an oriented strand.
Definition 1.1. The Homflypt skein module. Let M  be an oriented 3-manifold. 
The Homflypt skein module o f M , denoted by S (M ), is the k-module freely gen­
erated by isotopy classes of framed oriented links in M  including the empty link, 
quotiented by the Homflypt skein relations given in the following figure.
X - 1 X = f*-*'1) X ’
'p  = ( i f -1 ) /  .
r  X X  V ~ l  —v
An embedding /  : M  N  induces a well defined homomorphism / ,  : S(M ) —► 
S(N ). Since Sl x S 2  can be obtained by adding handles to the solid torus S1 x  D 2, 
we have an induced surjective map o f the skein modules S(Sl x  D 2) S (S l x  S2).
1
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V. Turaev [14] gave a linear basis for S(S l x  D 2) whose elements are repre­
sented by the collection o f the monomials Atl A j2 • • • A tj in the commuting elements
Ai , A- i , A 2 , A - 2 ,  We include the empty monomial, which is denoted by 1 and
occasionally by Ao, and represents the empty diagram. I f  j  =  0 , the expression 
.4*, .4,2 • • • .4^ denotes 1. A \ represents the closure o f the 1-string braid oriented in 
the clockwise direction. The element Aj  represents the closure o f the j-s trin g  braid 
< j . . .  <J\ w ith  strings oriented in the clockwise direction; and A__, represents 
the closure o f the ./-string braid a ■ • ■ °T l strings oriented in the coun­
terclockwise direction. Here we follow M orton-Aiston convention for <r„ where Oi 
is the positive permutation braid corresponding to the transposition (i  2 +  1). A 
diagram representing A 1A 2 A - 3  is shown below. Independently J. Hoste and M. 
K idwell [7] found the same description for S(Sl x  D 2). We w ill refer to the above 
basis as the monomial basis for S{Sl x D 2).
S(Sl x D 2) forms a commutative algebra w ith  m ultip lication induced by em­
bedding two solid to ri in  one in a standard way.
Let C+ be the subalgebra freely generated by {A j  |  j  e Z , j  >  0 }. In other 
words, C + is the subspace o f S(Sl x D 2) generated by the closure o f braids w ith  
the clockwise orientation and the empty link. For n >  0, let C „ be the submodule 
generated by • • - A {j \ =  n, im 6  Z, im >  0 ,1 <  m <  j ) ,  and CQ is
the submodule generated by A0, which is the em pty link. As a linear space C + is
2
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graded by
C + =  ® C „ .
n>0
Let C~ be the subalgebra freely generated by { A - j  | j  6  Z , j >  0 }. In  other 
words, C~ is the subspace o f S(Sl x  D 2) generated by the closure o f braids w ith 
the counterclockwise orientation and the empty lin k . For n >  0, let C_„ be the 
submodule generated by • • • A_t> j im =  n , im 6  Z ,zm > 0,1 <
m  < j } .  As & linear space C~ is graded by
~  /T \  o  — ^ - m *
m>0
Moreover, we have a module decomposition as
S(Sl x D2) =  0  C -m ®  Cn (1.1)
m> 0,n>0
I f  s2n — 1 is invertible for integers n >  0, A. A iston and H. Morton presented 
a new basis for C +. The basis elements are indexed by the Young diagrams. For 
each Young diagram A, one has a basis element Q \. See diagram.
Qx =
Here we draw one single string in  the picture for |A| parallel strings in  the shape 
o f A, where |A| is the size o f the Young diagram A, and the box labelled by y \ 
represents a certain linear combination o f braid diagrams associated to A. We call 
■yx the Young idempotent corresponding to the Young diagram A, the definition o f 
yx is in  section 3. The following proposition follows from  the M orton-Aiston result 
above and Equation (1.1).
3
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P ro p o s itio n  1.2. I f  s2n — 1 is invertible fo r  integers n >  0, S{S[ x D 2) has a 
countable infinite basis given by Qxlfl, where A, p vary over all Young diagrams. 
See diagram.
Qx,ii —
We w ill refer to this basis as the Young idempotent basis.
Now we consider the space S l x  S2 as obtained by adding a ‘2-handle and a
3-handle to the solid torus. The addition o f the 2-handle w ill result in relations 
between the generators G. Masbaum [6] makes use o f the relative Kauffman 
bracket skein o f Sl x  D 2 w ith  two points in the boundary to recover and refine 
J. Hoste and J. Przytycki’s calculation o f the Kauffman bracket skein modules of 
S l x S2 and lens spaces; for the same reason, we study the relative Hom flypt skein 
module o f Sl x D 2 w ith  two points in the boundary. We use it  to parametrize the 
relations. I f  M  has nonempty boundary, and a framed point y in d M  is a point 
together w ith  a vector based at y which is tangent to dM .
D e fin itio n  1.3. T h e  re la tiv e  H o m fly p t ske in m odu le . Let X  be a fin ite  set of
framed points { i i ,X 2, • * • ,x n} oriented negatively (called input points) in  d M , and 
let Y  =  {y i, j/2, • - • , 2/n} be a fin ite  set o f framed points oriented positively (called 
output points) in the boundary d M . Define the relative skein module S (M , X , Y) 
to be the k-module generated by relative framed oriented links in  (M , d M ) such 
that L D d M  — dL  =  (x t , y*} with the induced framing and orientation, considered 
up to an ambient isotopy fixing d M , quotiented by the Homflypt skein relations.
4
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In  particular, we w ill study the relative Hom flypt skein module o f the solid torus 
w ith an inpu t point .4 and an output point B. By a slight abuse o f notation, we 
denote this module by S(Sl x  D 2 ,A ,B ) .
We w ill give two bases for S(S l x D 2 ,A ,B ) .  One is related to the monomial basis 
o f S(Sl x  D 2) and is described in  chapter 2 . The other basis for S(S l x D 2, >1, B) 
is related to the Young idempotent basis and is given by the follow ing theorem.
Theorem  1.4. / /  s2n — 1 is invertible fo r  integers n >  0, S(Sl x  D 2, A ,B ) has a 
countable infin ite basis given by the collection o f elements of Qxtfl<c, Qxt(iiC, where A 
and \i vary over all Young diagrams and c varies over all extreme cells of fi.
Here the Young diagram / /  is obtained from the Young diagram n by removing 
the extreme cell c, where an extreme cell is a cell such that i f  we remove it, we s till 
get a legitim ate Young diagram. We prove this theorem in chapter 4.
5 (5 1 x  5 2) generated by (/>.
Theorem  1.5. I f  s2n — 1 is invertible fo r  n >  0, n  6  Z , and m  €  Z ,
(i) 5 (5 l x  S2) /  <  <f> >  is a k-torsion module.
( ii)  Assuming all elements o f the form  s2m — v2  are invertible in  k, then 5 (5* x 
5 2) =  k-torsion module ® <  <j> > .
(Hi) Assuming in  addition that a ll elements o f the form s2m — u4 are invertible 
in  k, then 5 (5 L x  5 2) = <  0 > .
A
Let (f> denote the empty link  in  5 l x  5 2, and <  <j>> denote the A>submodule o f
5
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We do not know whether these torsion submodules are nonzero. We prove this 
theorem in chapter 5 and the following theorem in chapter 6 .
Theorem 1.6. Let k  be a subring o f the field o f rational functions in x ,v ,s  which 
contains x± l,v ± l,s± l , then <  <j> >  is a free submodule of S (S l x  S2).
Let % be the ring o f ra tional functions in v, s generated by v, s, v s-1 , —-
S ”  X
for n >  0 , —--------7 for a ll m.
s 2m  _  v a
Corollary 1.7. Let k  =  7£[x,x“ l ], then S(S l x  S2) = <  <j> >  is a free module 
generated by <f>.
O ur work is clarified by the following proposition:
Proposition 1.8. Let M  be an oriented Z-manifold, and let H \(M ) denote the 
firs t homology group o f M , then
S (M )=  ®  S ,(M ).
zeHi(M)
Here Ss(M ) is the submodule generated by the isotopy classes o f framed oriented 
links in M  representing the homology class z, quotiented by the Homflypt skein 
relations.
Proof. This follows from  the fact that the Hom flypt skein relations respect homol­
ogy classes. □
Thus, the modules S (S l x D 2) and S(Sl x  S2) are Z-graded. I t  is interesting to 
note tha t as a graded and commutative algebra, S(S l x  D 2) =  C + ® C~. There is 
also a relative version o f Proposition
Proposition 1.9. I f  s2n — 1 is invertible fo r  n >  0, and s2m — v2 is invertible fo r  
a ll m, then Sq(S1 x  S2) = <  <f> > .
6
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Here So(Sl x S2) is the submodule generated by the isotopy classes o f framed
oriented nu ll homologous links.
Let H q be the ring o f rational functions in v, s generated by v, s, v~l , s~l , - r—^—
s *  — 1
for n >  0 , -= t  for a ll m.s2m — v
Proposition 1.10. Let k =  71q [x , x-1], then Sq(S1 x  S2) is the free k-module 
generated by <£.
Remark. Proposition 1.10 allows us to define a “ Homflypt rational function” in 
72.0[ar, a:-1] for framed oriented null homologous links in S 1 x S2. I f  L  is such a link, 
one defines f ( L )  by L — f{L)<j> € Sq(S1 x  S2).
7
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Chapter 2
A Basis for S(S1 x D 2, A,B)
2.1 M otivation
Suppose M  is an oriented 3-manifold w ith  boundary d M  and 7  is a nontrivia l 
simple closed curve in dM . Let N  be the 3-manifold obtained from M  by attaching 
a 2-handle along 7 . The natural inclusion v. M  -> N  induces an epimorphism i, :  
S (M ) -> S(N ). The effect o f adding a 2-handle to M  is to add relations to the 
module S (M ). Our goal is to identify ker i . .  Following G. Masbaum’s work in the 
case o f the Kauffman bracket skein module [6], we w ill use the following method to 
parametrize the relations coming from slid ing over the 2-handle. Pick two points 
.4, B  on 7 , which decompose 7  into two intervals 7 ' and 7 ".
Y
Let R  be the submodule o f S(M ) given by the collection { $ '( 2) — $ " (2 ) | 2 G 
S(M , A, £?)}. Here 2 is any element o f the relative skein module S(M , A, B ), and 
$ '(2) and $ "(2 ) are given by capping o ff w ith  7 ' and 7 ", respectively, and pushing 
the resulting links back into M .
Let X  be an oriented 3-manifold. Let F (X )  denote the set o f framed oriented 
links in X , let / (X )  denote the equivalence relation given by isotopy o f framed 
oriented links in X ;  let 03 (X ) denote the equivalence relation on F (X ) given by 
L  ~  bL i f  L  is a framed oriented link  and bL is obtained from  L  by band summing 
L  w ith  7  at A, B  along some band.
8
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Let F '(X )  be the fc-module generated by F (X ) \  let B (X )  be the fc-submodule 
o f F (X )  generated by elements o f the form  L — bL where L  and bL are as above; 
Let X {X ) be the Ar-submodule o f T (X )  generated by elements o f the form L x-  L2, 
where L \ and L 2 are isotopic. Let 7 i(X )  denote the submodule o f F ’(X )  generated 
by the Hom flypt skein relations; le t t i { X )  denote 7 i(X )/(X (X )C iH [X )) .  Let B {X ) 
denote the module B (X )  modulo ( I (X )  + 'H (X )) r \B [X ) .  I t  is not hard to see that 
B (M ) is R.
Theorem 2.1.
S (N ) s  S (M )/R .
Proof. The embedding i: M  —> N  induces two maps:
F (M )  -> F (N )  and F ( M ) / I ( M )  - *  F (N ) / I (N ) .
The second map is surjective by a general position argument. Also by a general 
position argument,
F {N ) / I {N )  “  F (M ) / I ( M )  * ® (M ) (2.1)
Here /(M ) * B (M )  denotes the equivalence relation generated by I ( M )  and B (A /). 
One has tha t
k (F (M ) / ( I (M )  *  ® (A f))) a  F (M ) /{1 (M )  +  B (M ))  (2.2)
On the other hand, by definition, S (N ) =  JC(N )/(X (N ) + 'H (N ))  
a  ( F ( N ) / l ( N ) ) / t i { N )  
a  k (F (N ) / I (N ) ) /H (N )
as k (F (M ) / I (M )  *  th is is by Equation (2.1).
=  k (F (M ) / I (M )  *  th is is by a general position argument.
=  (F (M ) f(Z (M )  +  th is is by Equation (2.2).
9
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s* F (M )/{X (M )  +  H {M )  +  B {M )) 
a  (X (M )/(X (M ) + H (M ) ) ) /B {M )  
s  S {M )/B {M )  S  S (M )/R .
Thus 5(iV ) »  S {M )/R .  □
Remark (1) I t  follows tha t Arer i,  =  R. (2) Suppose N x is obtained by adding a 
3-handle to an oriented 3-manifold M x w ith  boundary d M x. I t  is well known that 
the map S(iV/l ) —> S (N X) induced by inclusion is an isomorphism. This follows 
easily from the general position argument. (3) The space S l x S2 can be obtained 
from the solid torus S l x D 2 by first attaching a 2-handle along the meridian 7 
and then attaching a 3-handle. We have:
C o ro lla ry  2 .2 . S{S l x  S2) a  S(S l x D 2 )/R .
Here R =  — $ " (2 ) | 2 € S(S l x D 2, .4, B )}, z is any element o f the relative
skein module S(Sl x D 2, .4, B), and $ '(2 ) and $ "(2 ) are given by capping o ff w ith  7 ' 
and 7 ", respectively, and pushing the result links back into S l x  D2. Schematically,
^ ( 2) -  $ " (2 ) =
2.2 A Basis for the Relative Skein Module 
S(S‘ x D 2,A,B)
By our previous defin ition for the relative skein module, S(S l x D 2, A, B )  is gen­
erated by isotopy classes o f &amed oriented links in S l x  D 2 w ith boundary an 
input point A  and an output point J3. Such links consist o f a collection o f framed 
oriented closed curves and a framed oriented arc jo in ing the two points A  and B.
10
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Let i  € Z , i  >  0, and let A\ be the following element in S (S l x  P 2, .4, B)
Here i f  we connect .4, B  by a straight line segment in .4', we get .4;. 
Let
t
Here connecting .4, B  by a straight line segment, we have the following:
- i v
Let .4q be the element given by:
Theorem  2 .3 . The monomials (A ^A ^  • • ■ >Lfc)i4' fo r i  6  Z , ia 6  Z  — {0 },0  <  a <  
k, k >  0 fo rm  a linear basis fo r  the relative Homflypt skein module S (S l x D 2, A, B ).
11
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Recall A itAi2 • • * A ik is a basis element o f the monomial basis o f S^S1 x D 2). 
We w ill call (A n A ,2 • • -A ih)A i for i  >  0 the type 1 monomial generators, and 
Ait - • •  Ai,)A'_t for i  >  0 the type 2 monomial generators for S (S l x  D 2, A, B). 
An example o f a type 1 monomial generator is shown as:
We w ill use the follow ing diagrams to illustrate the type 1 and type 2 monomial 
generators.
Here we use a single string w ith  a shaded circle to indicate a ll monomial basis 
elements in S (5 l x  D 2) w ith the given orientation.
Proof. Given a relative framed oriented lin k  in S(Sl x D 2,A ,B ) ,  to  the diagram 
D o f th is link, we can assign an ordering to the link components, where the arc is 
the firs t in the order. We also take a distinguished base point on each component, 
where the arc is based a t A. The associate descending lin k  diagram is obtained 
from  D by changing the crossings so th a t when traveling around a ll the components 
in  the assigned order, always beginning a t the base point o f each component, and 
each crossing is firs t encountered as an over-pass.
Type 1 monomial generators
12
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For a given relative framed oriented lin k , a change o f crossing can be realized by 
applying the Hom flypt skein relations. By induction on the number o f crossings, 
one can show tha t L  can be w ritten as a linear combination o f descending closed
below the arc. Any such descending lin k  (up to change o f fram ing) w ill be one of 
our generators. This is a sketch o f a proof that S(Sl x  D 2, A, B ) is generated by 
the type 1 and type 2 monomial generators.
We need only to show the linear independence. Now suppose tha t the collection 
of a ll the monomial generators of type I  and type 2 are linearly dependent, i.e. 
there is a fin ite  linear sum
where a ll the coefficients aili3...ik are nonzero.
Let Wi be the largest integer appearing as a subscript to A ', and let jV2 be the 
largest integer appearing as a subscript to A  in the above linear combination.
Now introduce a w iring o f S (S l x  D2, A, B ) into S(Sl x  D 2) o f the type indicated 
below.
curves and a descending arc in S1 x O2, where the descending closed curves lie
13
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i.e.
Type I monomial generators
Type 2 immumul generator* 
.  C l. . C|.Such tha t under the w iring, (^4^* • • • .4^* ).4' is sent to  a nonzero scalar multiple
o f ■■■Aei 'kk)A t+N2+l- Nl. In particular A { -> A l+N2+l- Nl.
Now under the w iring map, the image o f /  is
E( E  -0
which gives a linear relation for the monomial basis elements o f S (S l x D 2), where 
a<i*a—** *s a nonzero scalar m ultip le o f a,-
By our definition o f iVt , iV2, the element 4^ ^ + 1  w ill only appear in  the following 
term.
( I ]  a N it tf i2- N i k A f f ' '  A ^  * • * A Nll* ) AN2+l
( N h ,N l2 , . . . M k )
By the linear independence of the monomial basis o f S(S l x D 2), we have
aVi,Aria ~JVlfc = °»  l’-e- a N il tf i2~ N ik = 0
This contradicts the hypothesis tha t a ll the coefficients are nonzero. □
14
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2.3 A Presentation for S(S1 x S2)
Note that each monomial (4 ^ 4 ^  • • • 4 .J 4 ' denotes an element in S (S l x£>2, 4 , B ); 
by the argument at the beginning o f this chapter, we have $ '((4 ,-,4 ^  * * • A J 4 - )  =  
<£"((4^ 4*, • ■■Aik)A'i ) in S(Sl x  S2), where
* '( ( 4 ^ 4 *  J 4 ')  =
( 4 ^ 4 ^  •  •  •  4 ^ ) 4 , - ,  i  >  0  
( * l ~ 7 ^ r ) ( - 4 t l - 4 i J  • • • 4 j f c ) ,  i  =  0  
( z ‘W - l ) ( . 4 i , - 4 , j  • - -A ik)A i, i  <  0
This is obtained by closing 4 ,  B  in A\ by a straight line segment; while 
$ " ( 4 i l 4 j ,  •  •  •  4 I | t 4 ' )  can be w ritten as a linear combination C ( 4 j t 4 j 2  ■ • - 4 j t 4 j )  of 
the monomials 4 , , 4 ^  •  •  * 4 ^ .
T heorem  2.4. S{SX x  S2) has a presentation with generators given by the mono­
mials 4 j , 4 j ,  • • • 4 t j  in the commuting elements A \, 4 _ i ,  4 2 , 4 _ 2 ,  The relations
are given by:
( 4 j l 4 t ,  •  •  •  Aik)Ai  —  <
C ( 4 j , 4 j ,  • • • 4 j f e 4 i ) ,  i  > 0  
( ■ ^ r f ^ , ) C ’ ( 4 * l 4 i 2  •  •  ' 4 , - f c 4 j ) ,  i  =  0  
( x u - 1 ) C ( 4 i l 4 j 1  * • • AikAi), i  <  0
We remark that one can easily describe sim ilar presentations for the Homflypt 
skein modules o f lens spaces.
2.4 An Alternative Basis for S(S1 x D 2, A, B)
To get a convenient set o f relations, i t  is necessary that we find a new basis for 
S(Sl  x D 2, A, B).
15
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Theorem 2.5. The following 3 types o f generators form  an alternative basis fo r
Here the type 2’ monomial generator has an outside arc which goes at least once 
around S l x D 2.
Proof We show tha t there is a triangular change o f basis from the set o f type 
2 monomial generators given in Theorem 2.3 to the set o f type 2’ and type 3 
generators listed above.
For each type 2 generator, we can change the negative crossings involved in the 
outside arc into positive crossings by applying the Homflypt skein relations. Note 
that smoothing the firs t negative crossing w ill result in an component and an 
outside arc o f fewer crossings. For instance for the case A'_3, we have
S{Sl x D 2, A, B ).
Type 1 monomial generator*
=  X - 2
16
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where the last term is A-\A '_z- Repeating the same process to the intermediate di­
agrams, we can change a ll negative crossings and w rite  A '_ 3 as a linear combination 
o f elements o f the forms given in the theorem.
In general, by the same process, we can change a ll negative crossings in A'_t for 
i  >  0 and w rite  it  as a linear combination o f type 2’ and type 3 generators. One 
can see tha t this is a triangular change o f basis, the result follows. □
By Corollary 2.2, S(Sl x  S2) S  S(S l x D 2 )/R , where R  =  {$ '(z ) -  <&"(z) | z 6  
S(S l x  D 2, .4, B)}.  I f  6  S(Sl x S2) and a  — 6  R, we w ill say a =  /? is a
relation. VVe w ill say a set o f relations {a , =  /?;} is complete i f  the set {q ; -  /?,} 
generates R. Therefore we have the following theorem.
Theorem 2.6. The fo llow ng is a complete set o f relations:
(2.4)
17
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Proof. Taking z to be the type 1 and type 3 monomial generators o f S(Sl x 
D 2 ,A ,B ) ,  Equations (2.3) and (2.5) follow directly from the Corollary. Taking z 
to be the type 2 ’ monomial generators o f S(S l x D 2, A, B ), we have:
(2.6)
i.e.
(xv
Therefore
=  (x - 1 (2.7)
This is equivalent to  (2.4). □
18
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Remark:
Equation (2.4) identifies the w iring images o f the above element in S(Sl x 
D 2 ,B ,A ) under two different wirings.
The relations in this presentation are d ifficu lt to compute and analyse explicitly. 
For this reason, we need a new basis for S (S l x D 2, A , B) related to the Young 
idempotent basis o f S(Sl x D 2). This is given in Theorem 1.4 and Corollary 4.11. 
We w ill use i t  to partia lly  compute the relations in chapter 5.
19
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Chapter 3 
Preliminaries for Young Idempotents
This chapter (except for Corollary 3.8) is a summary for the related work by C. 
Blanchet [4], A . A iston and H. M orton [1], [3]. See the ir papers fo r further references 
to the orig in o f some o f these ideas and results in the work o f others. From now 
on, we w ill assume that s2n — 1 is invertible fo r  integers n >  0. I t  follows that the 
quantum integers [n] = --------—  for n >  0 are invertible in k. Let [n]! =
S «L>
so [n]! is invertible for n > 0 .
3.1 Idem potents in the Hecke Algebra
Recall tha t, to a partition  o f n, A =  (At >  ...A p >  1), Ai +  ■•• +  Ap =  n, is 
associated a Young diagram o f size |A| =  n, which we denote also by A. This 
diagram has « cells indexed by 1 <  i  <  p, 1 <  j  < A*}. I f  c is the cell o f
index ( i , j )  in a Young diagram A, its hook-length hl(c) and its content cn(c) are 
defined by
hl(c) =  Ai +  A j -  i  — j  +  1, cn(c) =  j  — i.
Here Av is the transposed Young diagram o f A, and AJ is the length o f the j- th  
column o f A (the j- th  row o f Av).
For a Young diagram A, we w ill use the notation [W(A)], for the product over a ll 
cells o f the quantum hook-lengths.
h a ) ] = n ^ M i
cells
D e fin itio n  3.1. T h e  Hecke ca tegory. The k-linear Hecke category H  is defined 
as follows. An object in  this category is a disc D 2 equipped with a set o f framed 
points. I f  a  =  (D 2, 1) and ft =  (D 2 ,1') are two objects, the module H om n(a, 0) is
20
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S (D 2 x [0 , l] , lx l,Z 'x 0 ) .  The notation H  (a, 0) andH a w ill be used fo r  Hornh (a, fi) 
and H (a ,a )  respectively. The composition o f morphisms are by stacking the firs t 
one on the top o f the second one.
C. Blanchet stacks the second one on the top o f the first. His strands are oriented 
upward, whereas ours are oriented downward. We arrange the rows o f a Young 
diagram w ith  shorter rows beneath the longer rows as is usual. This also differs 
from  C. Blanchet’s convention. Our conventions agree w ith  those o f H. Morton and 
A. A iston in these regards.
Let ® denote the monoid structure on H  given by embedding two disks D 2 
side by side in to  one disk. For a Young diagram A, le t denote the object of 
the category H  obtained by assigning each cell o f A a point equipped w ith the 
horizontal (to the left) fram ing. When A is the Young diagram w ith  a single row 
o f n cells, H qx w ill be denoted by H n. H n is the nth Hecke algebra o f type A. [13], 
[15).
Definition 3.2. A positive permutation braid is defined fo r  each permutation 
7r € Sn. I t  is the n-string braid, wK, uniquely determined by the properties
( 1 )  all strings are oriented from  top to bottom,
(2 )  fo r  i  =  1, • • • , n, the ith  string jo ins the point numbered i  at the top of the 
braid to the point ir( i) at the bottom o f the braid,
(3) all the crossings occur as positive crossings and each pa ir crosses at most 
once.
Symmetrizers. Let a, €  H n, i  =  1, . . . ,  n  -  1, be the positive permutation corre­
sponding to the transposition ( i i  + 1). The following theorem is shown in  [4] and 
[3].
21
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Theorem  3.3. For n  >  0, there exist unique idempotents gn G H n such that 
<Jifn =  x s fn =  f nOi and <Tign =  —xs~lgn =  gn<Ji fo r  a ll 1 <  i  <  n — 1. Moreover 
we have
Here a/* is the positive permutation braid associated with the permutation tt, and 
l( 7 r )  is the length o f ir . [ 1 1 ]
We summarize the A iston-M orton description o f Young symmetrizers. For a 
Young diagram A o f size n, let F \  be the element in H qx formed w ith  one copy o f 
[A ,]!/*  along the row i, for i  =  1, . . .  ,p, and let G \ be the element in H qx formed 
w ith  one copy o f [Aj]!</>v along the column j ,  for j  — 1 ,. . . ,  q. The following four 
propositions are in  [4].
Proposition 3.4. Letyx =  F \G \, thenyx is a quasi-idempotent, andy\ — [hl(A)]i/A 
i.e. yx =  [h/(A)]- l yA w an idempotent.
Proposition 3.5. Let A, p be two Young diagrams with |A| =  |/i|,
(1) (Orthogonality). I f  A ^  p, then yxH (D x ,  =  0.
(2 )  yxHaxyx =  cy\, where c is a scalar.
Proposition 3.6. (Absorbing property). Let A C p be two Young diagrams, the 
complement o f A in  p is called a skew Young diagram and is denoted by p/X. One 
has y „/T l (y> ®
Here Dm/a is an object in  H  w ith  a point assigned in  each cell o f p/X, p is an 
isomorphism given by moving each point in  p /X  to  its  position in p. We w ill only 
apply this in  the case |/x| =  |A| + 1 .
and
22
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P ro p o s itio n  3 .7. (a) Let y! be obtained by deleting an extreme cell c from y. Note 
1^ 1 =  Ia*; | +  1- Then
(b) (Framing coefficient)
£ I
I
C o ro lla ry  3.8. I f  y l and y  are as above, then
X
1 > — x -2 |/ i '!s -2cn(c)
1/
V
ID
I
Proof. From the previous proposition (b), we have
=  x  ^  ^5Z«/u(n) ct(c)
T
I (**)
23
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Note that,
A pply Equation (**) to the cases o f f i and /x', respectively,
Hc.lUM c"(c)
I
i.e.
X  ^  m ^ y l l  =  ( X  *v ) x  en(c)
K -
\
T
Note |/z| =  l/i'l + 1, the result follows. □
3.2 A Basis for the nth  Hecke Algebra Hn
A  standard tableau t  w ith  shape a Young diagram A =  X(t) is a labeling o f the 
cells, w ith  the integers 1 to n, which is increasing along the rows and the columns.
24
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We denote by t ' the tableau obtained by removing the cell numbered by n. Note 
the cell numbered by n in  a standard tableau is always an extreme cell. C. Blanchet 
defines a t 6  H(n, Q \) and fit £ H(Ox, n) inductively by
Qi =  Pi =  l i i
a t =  (a t< ® l i ) p ty\,
Pt =  v*P il {fo  ® l i) .
Here pt €  H(Ox(t>) ® 1, Da) is the isomorphism given by an arc jo in ing the added 
point to its place in A in the standard way. See example below.
Note th a t /?Ta t =  0 i f  r  ^  t, and (3tott =  !/a(t)-
T heorem  3.9. (Blanchet) The fam ily atfiT fo r a ll standard tableaux t , r  such that 
X(t) =  A (r) fo r  all Young diagrams A with |A| =  n forms a basis fo r  Hn.
An example of the case o f A =  /  /  /  is as follows.
Let t = 1 /  2 ~J ,then t' =  /  i /  2 /  ;
Let r  =  /  ‘ /  J  , then r '  =  j " ~  j  ’
The diagram description o f a t,/3T)a t/?r»/?rQft is the following:
I 2 3
a t 7 / , P r  =
2 2 3
25
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I 2
OCtPr =
I 2 3
0 T&t =
I f a
I
denotes a certain linear combination of braids, we let
1
a denote
the same linear combination of braids but w ith the string  orientation reversed on 
a ll braids which appear in the linear combination. As is usual in skein theory, a 
schematic diagram including several boxes which represent linear combinations of 
braids represents the linear combination obtained by expanding m ultilinearly. Let 
y^ denote the flattened version o f y \ £ H\\\ introduced in section 4 o f [3]. We w ill
use
T
to  denote the flattened version of •'H
T
26
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Chapter 4 
P roof o f Theorem 1.4
We introduce two types of wirings o f H n into S(Sl x D 2 ,A ,B )  given by:
Type 2 wiringType 1 wiring
In each case, we close the first n — 1 strings and partia lly  close the last string.
Let A be a Young diagram w ith n cells, and let t and r  be two standard tableaux 
o f A. Let a t/3r  be the image o f a t(3r under type 1 w iring. Let at[iT be the image o f 
a t/?T under type 2 wiring.
We w ill try  to sim plify the two types o f monomial generators given in chapter
2. Note tha t each type 1 monomial generator can be w ritten as the product of an 
element in C~ and the remaining part w ith a ll its  strings going in the clockwise 
direction. We w ill deal w ith the remaining part firs t, a diagram o f which is shown 
below:
I f  we wire each element into S(Sl x  D 2) by connecting the two points A ,B  by a 
straight line segment, we obtain an element in C + .
27
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A  monomial description o f these elements are (A „ A i2 •• - A ijA J , where the 
*2> - " , i k  are positive integers, k >  0 and i  is a positive integer. Let C'n denote the
subspace o f 5 (5 * x D 2 ,A ,B ,)  generated by { ( Ait At2 • • • Aik)A{ | i \  + *2H------1- ik + i =
n, * i , * "  ,ik  >  0 , i  >  0 , k >  0 }. S im ilarly, define C'_n to  bh the subspace o f
S(S l x  D 2, A , B ,)  generated by {(A _ j, A _ j, • • • A -.J A '., | *i + 12 H +  ik +  i  =
i i i  * • • , *fc >  0 , k >  0 , i  >  0 }. A  diagram description o f a basis element o f C'_n 
is given by:
Lem m a 4.1. Let n >  0, C'n is generated, by a tPt, where t takes all standard 
tableaux of a ll Young diagrams A with n cells, and the two points A , B are taken 
to be the two end points of a tPt which have not been closed.
ottPt
Proof. F irst each element o f C'n in  the relative skein is isotopic to a type 1 w iring 
image o f an n-string braid, which is an element in H n. This element in Hn can be 
w ritten  as a linear combination o f the a tPT's, which are the generators for H n. I t  
follows from  Lemma 4.3 below th a t octPtS are the generators fo r C '. □
S im ilarly, using Lemma 4.4, we have:
Lem m a 4.2. I f  n >  0 , C'_n is generated by a tPt> where t  and A are as in  the 
previous lemma.
28
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Since A(£) =  A (r) =  A, we w ill w rite y \ for y\(t) and t/A(r) In the follow ing diagram 
description.
Lemma 4.3. at0T = 0  i f t ^ r .
Proof. We w ill consider two cases:
Case (a): suppose t(n ) r(n ), \ 
is as follows:
CttPr =
The dotted part in  the diagram indicates tha t there are other Young idempotents 
o f Young diagrams o f smaller size and arcs according to the inductive definition 
o f a t and /3t . We w ill apply the orthogonality in Proposition 3.5 to part o f the 
picture,
which is 0 since yx(t>)H(Ox(t>), OA(^))yA(r') =  0. Therefore we have a t0T =  0.
29
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lien A (f') 7^  A (r'). A schematic picture o f at(3T
Case (b): i f  t(n) =  r(n ), let k be the integer such tha t t(k  +  1) #  r(Ar +  1) 
and t(k i)  =  r(fc i) for k i >  k  +  1, and let tk be the standard tableau o f the 
Young diagram o f k cells obtained from A by removing the cells in X(t) labelled by 
k  + 1, . . . ,  n, we denote the obtained Young diagram by A(£*). S im ilarly we have rk 
and A (r*). Since t(k  +  1) #  r ( k  +  1), we have A(tk) #  A(rfc). Again we w ill apply 
the orthogonality to part o f the picture of a t0 r as:
which is 0 since yA(tt)/ f (D A(tk) ,n A(Tjk))y>(Tt) =  0. Therefore we have a t/3T = 0 . □
Sim ilarly, we have:
Lem m a 4.4. at(3T =  0 i f t ^ r .
Lem m a 4.5. When t =  r ,
(*tPt
Proof. Recall the inductive definition o f a t and /?t:
at =  (ate ® li)pd/A
Pt =  yxP7l (0v ® l i )
30
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Using this, a picture o f the relative closure o f a t/3t is as:
OCtPt =
Move Pt> around to the top o f a t>, applying Pt'&t' =  yx(t‘)> we have
atPt =
A  sim ilar argument shows: 
Lem m a 4.6. When t — r ,
a tPt =
P ro p o s itio n  4.7. Let a tPt he the closure image o f a tfir  o f the w iring map: H n 
S (S 1 x  D 2), and t, t  are two standard tableaux o f X, then
octPt =  V\ =  aTl3T.
31
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Proof, atfit is the closure of the string numbered by n of atpt in Sl x D2. We have
To see this equality: (1) replace yx by two copies o f y \ using the idempotent 
property; (2) move the lower copy o f yx around to the top o f yX(t>y, (3) use the 
absorbing property in  Proposition 3.6. We w ill use this trick frequently below as 
sim ply the absorbing property. The last term  is denoted by yx. □
As the closure o f H n is C „, one may obtain the M orton-Aiston result mentioned 
in  the introduction as a corollary o f the above proposition. Note this result is shown 
in  [1] in a slightly different way. We used this to prove Proposition 1.2. Now put 
the two parts o f type 1 monomial generators together, we have
Lem m a 4.8. Each type 1 monomial generator in the relative skein module can be 
written as a linear sum in  terms of elements o f the form
Here is the Young idempotent corresponding to the Young diagram pi obtained 
from  the Young diagram p  by removing the extreme cell c. We w ill call elements o f 
the set {Q'x^e} t i^e fcyPe 1 Young idempotent generators. In  particular, i f  |A| =  0, 
we denote Q'x<ft<c by Q'0^ c.
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Proof. Now the firs t part o f a type 1 monomial generator is an element in C~, it  
can be w ritten  as a linear combination o f generators of C~ o f the form
I t  is denoted by yZ\. When we put the two parts o f type 1 monomial generators 
together, we can w rite the type 1 monomial generator as a linear combination o f 
the new generators Q '^I C. □
Sim ilarly, we have the follow ing lemma.
Lem m a 4.9. Each type 2 monomial generator can be written as a linear combi­
nation of new generators o f the following form.
Q",n,c -
Again y^  is the Young idempotent corresponding to the Young diagram p! obtained 
from  the Young diagram f i  by removing an extreme cell c. We w ill call these the 
type 2 Young idempotent generators for S (S l x D 2 ,A ,B ).
R esta tem en t o f T heorem  1.4 S(Sl x D 2, A, B) has a basis given by {Q'Ai#1)C,
Q 'U cb
Q \,n ,c  — \,H ,c
33
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Here we change the pictures o f Q ^  c, Q"<fltC through an obvious homeomorphism 
o f S l x D 2.
Proof. We have shown tha t the type 1 and type 2 monomial generators give a 
basis for S(Sl x  D 2, A, B ); also S(S 1 x D 2 , A , B )  is generated by {Q *i/liC} and 
r a , w }. Moreover, each type 1 monomial generator can be w ritten  as a linear 
combination o f the type 1 Young idempotent generators Qx}ftiC and each type 2 
monomial generator can be w ritten as a linear combination o f the type 2 Young 
idempotent generators Q "<tlyC- We w ill show the linear independence by comparing 
the dimensions.
Recall the type 1 and type 2 monomial generators for S(Sl x  D 2 ,A , B).
T y p . 1 monom ial generator* T« *  1 m m m tl **n rau ,r*
Let C i be the subspace o f S(Sl x  D 2 , A , B )  spanned by the type 1 monomial 
generators, and le t C u  be the subspace o f S(Sl x  D 2, A, B)  spanned by the type 
2 monomial generators. We have the following:
C ,a  0  C .m 9 C n, C , , ^  0  Cm ® C L „.
m >0,n>0 m>0,n>0
Let e(n) be the number o f extreme cells o f a ll the Young diagrams o f size n, and 
p(n) be the number o f Young diagrams o f size n, note p(n) =  d im (C „). On one 
hand, we have
dim(C) = £dim(Ci) = X > ) .
i= 0  t=0
34
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On the other hand, it  follows from the next lemma that
n—1
= e (n ).
»=o
Thus e(n) =  dim(CJ,).
Note e(n) is also the number o f diagrams o f the form :
Qo,n,c
where p is a Young diagram o f size n and / /  is obtained from n  by removing the 
extreme cell c.
We have shown in  the proof o f lemma 4.8 that {Qo<fltC \ |p| =  n }  generates C'n. 
This set has cardinality e(n) =  dim (C "). We conclude that C'n has a new basis 
{ Qb,tt,c I M  =  n l-  R-ecall tha t C_m has a basis given by {yC* | |A| =  m }. Hence the 
subspace C_m®C" has a basis {Q'X llil. | |A| =  m, |p| =  n, c is an extreme cell o f p }. 
Since
C /S  ®  C -m ® C
m>0,n>0
C i has a basis given by {Q '\^ c | |A| >  0, \fi\ > 0 , c is an extreme cell o f p }.
One can study the type 2 monomial generators and the new generators Q "\^ c 
in a sim ilar way. One can show that C n  has a new basis given by { Q " ^ c | |A| >  
0 , |/z| >  0 ,c is an extreme cell o f p }.
Since S(Sl x D 2, A, 5 ) =  Cy © C n  , the result follows. □
Lem m a 4.10.
fl—I
e(n ) =
i = 0
35
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Proof. Consider the directed graph of the Young diagrams. The vertices are the
Young diagrams, there is an edge from a Young diagram A to  a Young diagram f i
i f  n can be obtained from  A by adding a cell (which is an extreme cell for /x).
□
^  N .
J\  B
T \
^  EF EB EP a
1 'x " W
The directed graph o f Young diagrams 
For each Young diagram A, le t x(A) be the number o f incoming edges, which is the 
number o f ways to remove a cell from A to get a legitim ate Young diagram. Note 
the removed cell is an extreme cell o f A. i.e z(A) is also the number o f extreme 
cells o f A. Moreover, i(A ) is also equal to the number o f d is tinct lengths o f rows 
appearing in A. Let o(A) be the number o f outgoing edges from A, which is the 
number o f ways to add a cell to A to get a legitim ate Young diagram. There are 
i(A ) +  1 ways to add it. So o(A) =  i(A) + 1 . Now
e(n -  1) =  ^  *(*)
A:|A|=n—1
And
e(») =  £  m  =  £  o ( \)  =  £  (i(A ) +  1)
A:|A|=n A:|A|=n—1 A:|A|=n—1
Therefore we have the recursive formula for e(n),
e(n) =  e(n — 1) + p (n  — 1).
36
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Now p(0) =  1 and e(0) =  0, solving the recursive relation, we have
n —I
i=0
□
VVe w ill need the follow ing for the next section.
I f  we reverse the orientations o f a ll components o f type 1 monomial generators 
o f S (S l x  D 2, .4, B) (we w ill refer them as the type 1 monomial generator w ith  
the reversed orientation), we get the corresponding type 1 monomial generators 
for S (S l x  D 2,B ,A ).
C o ro lla ry  4.11. The subspace o fS (S l x  D 2, B, A) generated by the type 1 mono­
mial generator vrith the reversed orientation has an alternative basis given by 
{Qa1#i,c I A1 are Young diagrams and c is an extreme cell o f p }.
Recall the relation (2.4) given in Theorem 2.6 are obtained by identifying two 
different wirings o f generators for th is subspace.
Type 1 m onom ial generators
37
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Chapter 5 
Relations for S(S1 x S2)
5.1 Relations for S(S1 x S2)
R  =  {$ '(z )—$ "(z ) | z € S (S l x D 2, A ,5 )} . I t  suffices to take z to be the generators 
o f S (S l x D 2,A ,B ).
We take z to be the Young idempotent basis elements in S(S l x D 2,A , B ), then 
we have the following theorem.
T h e o re m  5.1. The following is a complete set o f relations fo r S(Sl x S2), where 
A, fj. are any Young diagrams and jj! is obtained by deleting an extreme cell o f /z.
(5.1)
OS (5.2)
Now when we put together Theorem 2.6 and Corollary 4.11, we have the follow ing 
theorem.
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T h e o re m  5.2. Equation (5.1) and the following two equations also give a com­
plete set o f the relations, where A, fi, /jf are as in Theorem 5.1.
Remark: (1) Equation (5.2) is equivalent to Equations (5.3) and (5.4). (2) Note 
the rest o f the results o f this chapter as well as Theorem 1.5 do not depend on 
the completeness o f the above sets o f relations. These results only depend on these 
relations being true in S(Sl x  S2), which is easily seen by slid ing a strand over the 
2-handle.
Consider Equation (5.1), note tha t the left-hand side is equal to our generator 
Q\,n  by the absorbing property in  Proposition 3.6. We w ill sim plify the right-hand
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side as follows:
=  (xv l )
5.2 Analyzing the Relations Above
Lem m a 5.3. I f  |/i| >  1, then (1 — x 2^ s 2cn(c)u 2)Qol(1 =  0 fo r  all extreme cells c 
o f n in  S(Sl x  S2).
Here Qo}li denotes Q \^  fo r the case |A| =  0. Note Q0t(l =  y^.
Proof From (5.1) w ith  |A| =  0, we have:
=  (xv l )2
Here c is the extreme cell o f fi such that i f  we remove it, we obtain yl. The 
firs t term is equal to Q0<fl by the absorbing property, the second term is equal 
to  (xv~l )2x 2^ '^s2cn^ Q 0^  by Proposition 3.7. Therefore
Qo,v -  ( x v - l )2x 2^ s 2cn^ Q Q>tl =  (1 -  x 2M s2enU V- 2)Q 0ifl =  0 .
i.e. Qo,^ is torsion. □
C o ro lla ry  5.4. I f  n  is not a rectangular Young diagram, then Qo,/i =  0 in  S (S l x
S2)-
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Proof. When /x is not a rectangular Young diagram, i t  has a t least two extreme 
cells c and d. Moreover the contents cn(c) ^  cn(d). From the above lemma,
(1 -  x2W32cn^ v - 2)Q0<lt =  0 and (1 -  x2^ s 2cn^ h - 2)QQ<lt =  0. Therefore, 
x^ 2\n\s2cn(c)v- 2 _  x 2|^|s2ct,(c')1;- 2)Qo ^ 1 =  o. Since x, s and v are invertible, we have
( s 2 c n ( c ) _ s 2 c n V ) ) Q 0 ft =  Q j e  ^ c n f c ) ^  _ s 2(cn(c)-cn (cO ))Q 0 /i =  Q j  e  =
0, where m  =  2 |cn(c) — cn (d ) |. So Qo,M =  0 . □
Let r (X ,n )  =  { (u,o)\ |A| >  |u\, \n\ >  |<r| and |A| -  |/x| =  \u\ -  |a |}.
Lem m a 5.5. When |/x| >  1, (1 -  x ^ M -W ltr2®2" ^ ) ) ^  =  £ (tvr)6r(A m) auaQ„i<r, 
where aua € k. Thus i f  n is not a rectangular Young diagram, Q \tfl can be written 
as a linear combination o f the Q ^a with (is, a) 6  .T (A ,/i).
Proof. Lemma 5.3 is the case for |A| =  0. So we assume |A| >  1.
B y the absorbing property, the le ft hand side o f (5.1) is Q \ the right hand side 
o f (5.1) is (xu -1 )2 times the diagram below.
(As y \  =  yx),
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(Keep applying the skein relation to the first term  on the right-hand side o f the 
above),
) -— z - l (s — s ‘ )
x  l (s — s l )
(Repeating the above process |A| — 2 times,)
-2|A|
|A |-t
i=0
(.s - s  l )
(By Proposition 3.7,)
|A|-1
i = 0
42
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Thus
(1 _  -^ (iM l-IA U y^cntc))
|A |- l
y ]  x~2i+iv~2( s —s-1 ) 
>=0
Lemma 5.6 below shows tha t elements of the form
=  x  [v
can be w ritten as linear combination o f Q „i<t w ith  (u, a) e F(A, fi). Then the result 
follows. □
Remark: I f  |A| =  |/x|, then (1 -  v~2s2cn^ )Q x^  =  £ („><T)6r(AtM)
Lem m a 5.6. Let i  be an integer such that 0 <  i  <  |A| — 1. The elements o f the 
form
can be written as a linear combination o f the Q„t<T with (v, a) 6  / 1(A,/x).
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Proof. Let m =  |A| and n =  \n\. F ix  i, we w ill label two points C, D  on the 
diagram and label the diagram by Apco- These two points separate the diagram 
into two parts A cd and hc d -
We w ill consider S l x  D 2 as X i  U X 2 , where each X t is a solid torus w ith  C, D  on 
the boundary. Note tha t A cd  6  S (X x,D ,C )  and hcd  € S (X 2 ,C ,D ).
We w ill show tha t when we connect A cd and hcd through C  and D , after 
sim plification, we can rewrite Ahcd in terms o f Q„i<r w ith  (u, a) €  f(A , / i) .
In  particular, XCD € mcd €  C ;_ t (X 2), where C L ^ .^ X r )  and
^ - 1( ^ 2) are the images o f x  D 2,B ,A )  and x D 2,A ,B )  un­
der maps induced by obvious diffeomorphisms from  (S 1 x  D 2, B , A) to (X i, D, C) 
and from (S 1 x  D 2,A ,B )  to (X 2l C, D ). We can use our previous study o f the 
relative skein module w ith  2 points in  the boundary. I t  follows tha t AC d  can be 
w ritten as a linear combination o f monomial generators o f C L ^ .^ X i) ,  where the 
generators are given the counterclockwise orientation. The diagram descriptions o f
Part I P art 2
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such generators are:
and
Sim ilarly, hcd  can be w ritten  as a linear combination o f monomial generators of 
C "_, ( * 2), where the generators are given the clockwise orientation. The diagram 
descriptions o f such generators are:
and
Here again single strings w ith  shaded circles are the monomial basis elements in 
5 (S J x D 2) w ith  the given orientation.
Therefore by the connection through C , D, XfJ-cD can be w ritten  as a linear 
combination o f elements o f the following four forms:
©I
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By applying the Hom flypt skein relations to the above four types of elements, 
the first type contains a triv ia l component which w ill contribute a scalar; and the 
second and the th ird  types each contains a curl which w ill contribute a scalar 
also. Each element o f the firs t three types is in  the subspace C_(m_ t) x Cn_ i- For 
the last type, the lin k  component containing C ,D  is isotopic to one o f the .4,’s, 
each element o f the fourth type is an element in the subspaces C_m, x Cni, where 
|m i| <  m and n\ <  n.
Therefore each o f the four types o f elements can be w ritten as a linear com­
bination o f elements o f C_mi x  Cn i, where |m i| <  m  and <  n. Recall the 
relationship between the monomial generators and the Young idempotent genera­
tors for S(Sl x D 2), we can rewrite the monomial basis elements o f the subspace 
C_m, x C„, in terms o f Qu<a w ith  \u\ =  |m i| and |<r| =  |r ii|. The result follows. □
Corollary 5.7. When |A| >  1, |/i| >  1, (1—i 2d/‘ l- lAl)t/2s -2cn(c))QAiM can be written 
as a linear combination of the Qu<a with (v, a) €  T(A, fj.), where c is any extreme 
cell o f A. Thus i f  X is not a rectangular Young diagram, Q \<ti can be written as a 
linear combination of the Qu<a with (u, a) 6  T (A ,/x).
Proof. S im plify Equation (5.3),
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By applying the skein relations in  a sim ilar computation to tha t in the proof o f 
Lemma 5.5,
_ ^(IH-IAD^-acnCc)
M -i
+  ^  x2t~lv2(s — s~l ) 
»=0
Here we use Corollary 3.8 in place o f Proposition 3.7.
can be w ritten  as a linear combination o f the Q„i<t w ith (i/,<x) 6  f (A ,/ i) .  Substi­
tu tin g  these into  Equation (5.3), we have:
(1 _  ^CM—W V s —2m<c))(?(Ai ^  s  £
Here bua 6  k. □
Combining Lemma 5.5 and C orollary 5.7, i f  c and d  are two extreme cells o f /x 
and A, respectively, we have:
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Corollary 5.8. (v~2s2cn^ - v 2s 2cn^ ) Q ( A,/x) =  dvaQu.o, where dua 6
k.
Lemma 5.9. Every generator Q \tti with |A| 7^  \fi\ in  S (S l x D 2) is torsion in  
5 (5 1 x 5 2). i.e. 5  is a torsion submodule.
Proof. We w ill proceed by induction on |A|.
Lemma 5.3 proves the result for |A| =  0. YVe now consider the case |A| >  1. 
When \u\ ^  |cr|, suppose Q„t(r is torsion for \u\ <  |A|. By Lemma 5.5 (or Corollary 
5.8) and the induction hypothesis, the result follows. □
Lemma 5.10. For Q w i t h  |A| =  \fi\, we have t \Q \^  =  t2<p in  5 (5 l x 5 2), where 
t \ , t 2 are two scalars in k and 0  is the empty link.
Proof. We w ill proceed by induction on |A| as well. (1) Qo,o =  0 is the tr iv ia l case.
(2) For |A| >  0, suppose the result holds for Qu<a for a ll \u\ < |A|. By the remark 
following Lemma 5.5, we have
(1 -  i r 2s2" ,(e|)<2 ;i1„  =  Y .
(i/,<r)er(A,/j)
where au<J € k. By the induction hypothesis, the result follows. □
5.3 Proof of Theorem 1.5 and Proposition 1.9
Proof. Recall tha t 5 (5 l x D 2) =  5o©5, where So is generated by \ |A| =  \p\}, 
and 5  is generated by {Q \ytl | |A| ^  |/i|} . (i) In  the quotient space S{S l x 5 2) /  < 
<!> > , note <  0 > =  0. So by Lemma 5.10, a ll generators o f Sq are torsion. From 
Lemma 5.9, 5  is a torsion submodule in 5 (5 l x 52). Therefore 5 (5 l x  5 2) /  <  0 >  
is torsion.
(ii) I f  a ll elements o f the form  s2n — v2 are invertible in  k  for n €  Z , then each 
Q\,n £  Sq is a scalar m ultip le o f 0 . i.e. So = <  0  > . This proves Proposition
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1.9. Again S  is a torsion submodule from  Lemma 5.9. The result 5 (5 l x S2) =  
k-torsion module ® <  <j>> follows.
( iii)  In  addition, when we make the assumption tha t a ll elements o f the form 
s2n _  y4 qj-q invertible in k for n € Z, then Sq = <  <j> >  from (ii); 5  =  0 which 
follows by induction and Corollary 5.8. Therefore 5 (5 l x  52) = <  <f>>. □
We close this chapter w ith  some further information which was not needed in 
the proof o f Theorem 1.5 and Proposition 1.9, but is s till o f interest.
Lemma 5.11. When |^'| > 1, (1 — =  0.
Let h(y) and h(y ') be the the Hom flypt polynomials o f the closures o f and 
in 5 3. Let ^  follows from Corollary 6.7 o f [2] (See also [4]) that
^  k.
Proof. As a special case o f Equation (5.2), i f  |A| =  0, we have the following:
Here y r is obtained from a Young diagram y  by deleting the extreme cell c o f y, 
also note =  yZ^.
By simple computation, the le ft side is equal to From Corollary 3.8,
the righ t side is equal to I s~2cn(c)) t0. Substituting these into the above
equation, we have (1 —x - 2|^ |s- 2cn(c)) w Q^ o = 0 Sq
( l - x 2^ s 2cnW )W Q^,o =  0.
□
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Corollary 5.12. I f  s2n — v2 are invertible fo r  n 6 Z, pr is not the empty Young 
diagram, then Qm»i0 =  0 .
Proof I t  follows from  [2] that, i f  s2n — v2 are invertible, q^> is invertible. On 
the other hand, for each such p', we have at least two ways to add a cell to 
p ' to  obtain a bigger Young diagram p. So we have (1 -  x2|M' !s2cn(e))Q,1»io =  0 
and (1 — x2|M,,s2enlc,))Q#1/to =  0 , where c and d  are the two extreme cells for the 
corresponding Young diagrams p. Therefore (s2cn(c) — s2cn^ ) Q M>i0 =  0. i.e. Qp-i0 =  
0. □
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Chapter 6 
Proof o f Theorem 1.6
Lemma 6.1. Let f ( x ,v ,s )  =  k) aijkx 'v :'sk be a polynomial in  x, v, s with 
nonzero coefficients Oijk. I f n  is sufficiently large, then a ll the exponents i + j n 2—kn 
of x in  f { x , x n~, x~n) =  5Z(ij,A:) a»j*x,+JnS_fcn are distinct.
Proof. Now take any two d istinct pairs { h , j i , k i )  and J2. kf) from the finite 
collection { ( i , j ,  A:)} o f the exponent o f x t+jn2~kn in f ( x , x n',x ~ n). Let Y  =  +
j i r i 2 -  k in) -  ( i2 +  j 2n2 -  k2n). So Y  =  (j \  -  j 2)n2 -  (k\ -  k2)n  +  (n  -  i 2) =  
An2 +  B n +  C, where we denote the corresponding coefficients by A ,B ,C .  Note 
A, B, C  are bounded and are not a ll zero.
(1) I f  .4 0, we have a fin ite  collection o f quadratic functions in the variable n
when the pairs vary over a ll (i , j , k ). These quadratic functions only have fin ite ly 
many bounded roots. So we can take integer D  such tha t i f  n >  D, Y  =  An2 +  
B n  +  C  0 . i.e. i i  +  j \ n 2 — k in  ^  i 2 + j 2n2 — k2n.
(2) I f  A  =  0, i.e. j i  =  j 2, then B ,C  are not both zero. We can take integer E  
such tha t ifn  >  E, B n + C  ^  0 for the fin ite  collection o f B ,C . i.e. i i + j i n 2- k in  ^  
*2 +  j 2n2 — k2n when j i  — j 2.
Then the exponents i  - f j n 2 — kn  are d is tinct i f  n  >  m ax{D , E }. □
Proof of Theorem 1.6: I f  k is a subring o f the field o f rational functions in x, v, s 
which contains x ±1,v ± l , s± l over C  We want to show the submodule <<f>> is free 
in S(Sl x  S2) over k.
Let A =  C fx*1, u± l, s *1]. Note A C k. Let do =  C[x, v, s]. Let S a ( M )  denote the 
Hom flypt skein module o f M  over A.
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By Corollary 2.2 in  chapter 2, S(S l x  S2) =  S(Sl x  D 2)/R . Suppose that 
<  <f> >  is not a free submodule o f S (S l x S2), then there exists a nonzero ra­
tional function v ’ such that where the sum
y (r , u, s) t/, s) & (* , i/, s)
is a fin ite  sum, f , f i , g ,g i  £ /lo and Ri £ R. We can clear the denominators and 
have P(x,v,s)(f> =  ^2i Pi (x ,v ,s )R i, where P,Pi £ /lo- Note P (x ,v ,s )  is nonzero. 
Therefore P(x, u, s)<j) =  0 in  5/t0(S1 x  S2).
Let M  be an oriented 3-manifold. For each pair o f integers N, K  w ith  N  > 2, 
K  >  1, choose a p rim itive  2iV(iV -h /<T)th root o f unity denoted by 1.1 depends on 
N , K .  Y . Yokota [16] has shown that there is a C-valued invariant:
I n ,k { M )  =  9  <  6 & k  > u -  <  . • • • , 0 n K > d
where 9 € C, 9~2 = <  Qk  > u , and D  is a diagram in S2 which is a surgery 
description for M  and a  is the signature o f the linking m atrix o f D. Also see [10]. 
Note I f f tK {S l x  S2) =  1. Let L  be a framed oriented link  in M . In the usual way, 
one may extend to an invariant:
L) = 0  <  6Qfc >u_<  0nK, • • • ,  9nK,a,-,a > d u l
here a  represents the core o f the annulus w ith  the triv ia l framing, and a  occurs 
in the positions corresponding to the components o f L. Note In ,k {S 1 x  S2,<j>) =  
W S 1 X S2) =  1.
We now give C a /1-module structure where: x  acts on C as t -1 , v acts on C 
as t~N*, s acts on C as tN. We denote C w ith  a /1-module structure by Cs,k - 
Let 1 s ,k (S1 x  S2) be the map: A0F (S l x  S2) - *  C ^,/r given by TN# (S l x
x  S* ) ( !* ) .
Z n ,k  • S/[a{S l  x  S2) ->  Cfrjc.
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Note the evaluation Z n,k {<I>) — 1- Therefore P (t~ l ,t~ N* , tN) =  0 fo r a ll positive 
integers K  >  1 and N  > 2 .
Assume P (x ,v ,s ) =  ]C(t\j,fc) aijkx ' vJsk, where the coefficients are nonzero. 
By the previous lemma, we can take an n such that P (r~ l ,T~n2, r n)
— Yl(ij,k) aijk r ~^+jn2~n  ^ is nonzero, but by the above P ( r -1 , r - ” 2, r n) has the 
in fin ite  collection o f roots t  for K  >  1 and the chosen n. This is a contradiction.
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